Abstract: We present a high-peak-power SESAM-modelocked thin-disk laser (TDL) based on the gain material Yb-doped lutetia (Yb:Lu 2 O 3 ), which exceeds a peak-power of 10 MW for the first time. We generate pulses as short as 534 fs with an average power of 90 W and a peak power of 10.1 MW, and in addition a peak power as high as 12.3 MW with 616-fs pulses and 82-W average power. The center lasing wavelength is 1033 nm and the pulse repetition rates are around 10 MHz. We discuss and explain the current limitations with numerical models, which show that the current peak power is limited in soliton modelocking by the interplay of the gain bandwidth and the induced absorption in the SESAM with subsequent thermal lensing effects. We use our numerical model which is validated by the current experimental results to discuss a possible road map to scale the peak power into the 100-MW regime and at the same time reduce the pulse duration further to sub-200 fs. We consider Yb:Lu 2 O 3 as currently the most promising gain material for the combination of high peak power and short pulse duration in the thin-disk-laser geometry.
Introduction
Ultrafast laser sources are the workhorse of a variety of scientific and industrial applications. The diversity of available technologies and attractive performance of these table-top systems can be deployed in fundamental research experiments, new medical procedures, or highprecision micro-machining [1-3]. High-power ultrafast laser systems delivering intense infrared laser pulses are of particular interest for efficient frequency conversion up to the extreme-ultraviolet (XUV) spectral region via high-harmonic generation (HHG). The high repetition rate and high photon flux achievable through this approach can significantly reduce the acquisition time and improve the signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) of attosecond experiments [4] .
The state-of-the-art of high-power ultrafast laser sources is demonstrated by amplifier systems based on the thin-disk, fiber or Innoslab technology, reaching kW-level average powers with peak powers exceeding the GW level [5] [6] [7] . However, the impressive performance of these laser amplifier systems comes at the cost of a high system complexity and, in some cases, non-diffraction-limited beam quality. Modelocked thin-disk laser oscillators are an attractive alternative to the complex amplifier systems and combine high output power and high peak power in a compact table-top MHz oscillator with excellent beam quality. Passive modelocking of a diode-pumped thin-disk laser (TDL) was demonstrated for the first time in 2000 [8] and currently represents the state-of-the-art of sub-picosecond ultrafast oscillators, reaching average output powers up to 275 W (583 fs) [9] , pulse energies up to 80 µJ (1.1 ps) [10] and peak powers up to 66 MW [10] [ Fig. 1(a) ]. The power scalability of the thin-disk geometry [11] and SESAM modelocking [12] , combined with the continuous improvement of the thin-disk crystal quality and contacting technique, opens prospects of kW-level modelocked TDLs at picosecond pulse durations. However, shorter pulse durations are important for efficient HHG [13, 14] . Several nonlinear compression techniques have been demonstrated at high average and peak-power to shorten the pulse duration [14] [15] [16] [17] . Nevertheless, since only limited compression factors can be achieved in these schemes, short pulses directly out of the laser oscillator are needed to reach few-cycle pulses after a single compression stage.
Reducing the pulse duration of modelocked TDLs is therefore an ongoing challenge. Kerr-lens modelocked (KLM) [18] thin-disk oscillators have approached a similar 270-W average power as SESAM-modelocked TDLs with the advantage of a shorter 330-fs pulse duration, as expected from a faster saturable absorber [19] . Even shorter pulses of 140 fs were achieved with 155 W of average power and a peak power of 62 MW [20] . However, KLM comes with a severe trade-off because the fast saturable absorber requires a strong coupling between resonator design and soliton pulse formation, and pushes the laser cavity to the edge of its stability regime. Thus, KLM lasers have had a limited impact for industrial lasers as they are highly alignment-sensitive and less flexible to operating over a wide range of output parameters than SESAM-modelocked lasers. In particular, energy scaling to >15 µJ remains to be demonstrated.
To date, the power scaling of modelocked TDLs has relied extensively on the high-quality gain material Yb:YAG, benefiting from its mature growth technology and wide availability. Yet, high-power SESAM-modelocked Yb:YAG TDLs are operating at pulse durations >500 fs mainly due to the limited gain bandwidth of Yb:YAG (8 nm full-width at half maximum (FWHM) [21] ). Alternative broadband gain materials suitable for the thin-disk geometry are actively pursued in order to access the high-power sub-100-fs regime directly from the oscillator [Figs. 1(a) and 1(b)] [22] . Early investigations of short-pulsed SESAMmodelocked TDLs based on Yb-doped tungstate or borate materials demonstrated pulse durations <300 fs at power levels up to 22 W [23, 24] . First sub-100-fs modelocking was then achieved with Yb:LuScO 3 , a material from the cubic sesquioxides family, with 5 W of average power and 96-fs pulses [25] . In recent years, the ultra-broadband gain material Yb:CALGO (Yb:CaGdAlO 4 ), allowed for even shorter pulse durations but at the expense of average output power, i.e. as short as 49 fs at 2-W average power [26] .
Amongst these broadband materials, the Yb-doped sesquioxide lutetia Yb:Lu 2 O 3 (Yb:LuO) is potentially an ideal candidate material to combine high average powers comparable to Yb:YAG but at significantly shorter pulse durations. This cubic material benefits from excellent thermal properties, with a thermal conductivity close to twice that of Yb:YAG at typical doping concentrations (κ LuO = 12 W/(m·K) and κ YAG = 7 W/(m·K) for an Yb doping density of 8·10 20 cm −3 [27,28]), and a broad emission bandwidth supporting sub-100-fs pulses [12.5 nm FWHM [27], see Fig. 1(b) ]. Furthermore, Yb:LuO has smaller thermo-optic and thermal expansion coefficients than Yb:YAG [29, 30] . These advantageous properties, together with demonstrated slope efficiencies >80% [31], make Yb:LuO an attractive candidate for high-power ultrashort-pulsed laser operation. High-power modelocked operation with Yb:LuO has been demonstrated in a SESAMmodelocked TDL up to 141 W of average output power with relatively long 738-fs pulses at a repetition rate of 60 MHz [32]. Short-pulse operation was also achieved down to 140 fs at a limited power level of 7 W and a repetition rate of 64 MHz [33] . Average power scaling to 25 W was demonstrated with 185-fs pulses [34] , which remains to date the highest average power achieved from a SESAM-modelocked TDL at sub-200-fs pulse durations. These promising results, however, were all obtained at high repetition rates and consequently limited output peak powers below 3 MW. The Yb:LuO disks available at the time of these experiments were comparatively thick (150 -250 µm) and contacted on copper-alloy heatsinks, which resulted in significant thermal lensing [32, 35] . Recently, the first Kerr-lens modelocking of an Yb:LuO TDL was demonstrated with an average power of 6 W and 165-fs pulses at a repetition rate of 60 MHz [36] . First sub-100-fs pulse generation from an Yb:LuO TDL was then achieved in a 61-MHz KLM oscillator with up to 11 W of average power and 88-fs pulses or with pulses as short as 35 fs at <2-W power level [37] . These results, however, were also limited to output peak powers below 2 MW.
Here, we present the first high peak power SESAM-modelocked Yb:LuO TDL reaching peak powers in excess of 10 MW [see Fig. 1(c) ], with average powers up to 90 W and pulse durations close to 500 fs at repetition rates below 15 MHz. To achieve these results, we designed a new set of Yb:LuO disks with reduced thickness below 150 µm, optimized crystal quality, and contacted on diamond for enhanced thermal management. These improvements allowed us to increase the cavity length compared to prior results and scale up the peak power of femtosecond Yb:LuO TDLs. After presenting the modelocking results (section 2), we identify the current challenges of high peak-power SESAM-modelocking and present our numerical model, validated by experimental results, providing a criterion for stable modelocking (section 3). Finally, we use our model as a tool to determine the cavity and SESAM design requirements for accessing the 100-W average power, 200-fs regime, with peak-powers approaching 100 MW.
High-peak-power SESAM-modelocked Yb:LuO TDL
In this section, we present our high-peak-power (>10 MW) Yb:LuO modelocking results. To enable this performance, a new high-quality thin-disk was used. We chose Yb:LuO for its advantageous thermal properties and comparatively large bandwidth as discussed in the introduction. The crystal, from which the large-area (∅ 12 mm) 110-µm-thick Yb:LuO disk was prepared, was grown at the Institut für Laser-Physik of the Universität Hamburg by the heat exchanger method (HEM) [38] . It has a doping concentration of 3 at.% (Yb-ion density of ≈ 8.6 × 10 20 cm −3 ). The disk was contacted onto a diamond heatsink (TRUMPF Laser GmbH) and has a cold radius of curvature (ROC) of −2.2 m, free of astigmatism. The disk was mounted within a 36-pass thin-disk laser head (TRUMPF Laser GmbH) and pumped into the zero-phonon line (ZPL) at 976 nm with a pump spot diameter of 2.5 mm. The narrowlinewidth pump diode (DILAS Diodenlaser GmbH) is wavelength-stabilized with a volume Bragg grating (VBG). The cooling water temperature for the diode stacks was adjusted to achieve optimum locking of the pump power into the VBG line at 400 W. Under these conditions, the pump absorption efficiency is above 96% for the targeted pump power range, at typical TDL inversion levels (<20%). The additional thermal lensing of the disk was measured up to the highest pump intensity of 8 kW/cm 2 and remained below 0.06 m −1 (7% of the cold disk focal power) as well as radially symmetric. This low thermal lensing of the disk, combined to operation of the oscillator within a pressure-controlled environment, allowed us to substantially increase the pulse energy and peak power compared to previous Yb:LuO results. The resonator design is based on a simple core cavity consisting of two flat end mirrors, the thin-disk and a concave curved mirror (CM) with a ROC of −5 m, replicated once to introduce a second double-reflection through the disk per cavity roundtrip. This 8-pass approach increases the effective gain available from the very thin disk and allows for operation at higher output coupler (OC) transmission values [39] . The core cavity is designed to have a laser mode radius that amounts to 91% of the pump mode radius on the Yb:LuO disk and to operate in the center of the stability region [40] . The cavity length is then extended by introducing telescope extensions at both ends of the cavity. An illustration of the cavity layout is given in Fig. 2(a) . The cavity extensions are designed to increase the overall mode diameters in the laser resonator in order to reduce the intensity on the intracavity optics and the fluence on the SESAM in high-power operation. To avoid damaging the intracavity optics during or prior to initiating modelocking, we set conservative upper bounds for the maximum peak intensities allowed on these elements during modelocked operation. We choose upper bounds of 150 GW/cm 2 for the highly-reflective (HR) mirrors and 50 GW/cm 2 for the dispersive mirrors (DMs). Based on the expected intracavity parameters (average powers <2 kW, peak powers <500 MW), these bounds imply minimum laser spot sizes of 500 µm for the HRs and 800 µm for the DMs [ For initiating and stabilizing modelocked operation, we introduce into the cavity a largearea semiconductor saturable absorber mirror (SESAM) optimized for high-damage threshold following our guidelines in [41] . The as-grown semiconductor structure is top-coated with three pairs of dielectric layers, leading to a high saturation fluence of F sat = 120 µJ/cm 2 and a high rollover coefficient of F 2, 1 ps = 5 J/cm 2 (measured for a 1-ps pulse), together with a moderate modulation depth of ΔR = 1.1%, low nonsaturable losses of ΔR ns = 0.05% and a recovery time of τ 1/e = 6 ps. A measurement of the SESAM nonlinear reflectivity curve, as well as a complete description of the epitaxial structure, is given in [42] . The SESAM is contacted onto a copper substrate and mounted on a water-cooled aluminum mount equipped with a Peltier element for active temperature control. The temperature of the SESAM was set to 18 °C.
The nonlinear phase shift required for soliton pulse formation is fine-tuned by varying the residual air pressure within the chamber. Intracavity negative dispersion (D rt ) required to balance this nonlinear phase is adjusted by introducing dispersive mirrors in the cavity. Note that a reflective TFP typically presents a non-negligible negative group-delay dispersion (GDD), in our case measured to be ≈ -500 fs 2 . First high-peak-power modelocking was achieved with an intracavity dispersion of −4100 fs 2 per roundtrip and a residual air pressure (p atm ) of 15 mbar in a 14.8 MHz cavity without OC extension. Stable single-pulse modelocked operation was obtained up to 90 W of average power at a pulse duration of 534 fs. The output pulse energy was 6.1 µJ resulting in a peak power of 10.1 MW.
To further scale the output pulse energy and peak power, the OC extension was added to the cavity [see Fig. 2(b) ]. The intracavity dispersion was adjusted to −7400 fs 2 per roundtrip by introducing additional dispersive mirrors and the chamber was evacuated to the minimum residual air pressure of 1 mbar. Stable single-pulse modelocked operation was achieved up to 82 W of average power at a pulse duration of 616 fs and a repetition rate of 9.5 MHz [see Fig. 3 ]. The pulse energy was 8.6 µJ, resulting in a peak power of 12.3 MW. These are the highest pulse energies and peak powers achieved from a modelocked TDL based on Yb:LuO. The resulting parameters are summarized in Table 1 . In particular, these results represent the first demonstration of a high-peak-power Yb:LuO TDL reaching peak-powers in excess of 10-MW. The superior quality of the new thin-disk used for these experiments enabled the implementation of a multipass geometry as well as operation at a reduced ambient pressure. This allowed for high intracavity peak-powers up to 185 MW with reduced nonlinear phase-shifts (~50 mrad) for soliton pulse shaping. The resulting low amount of required negative intracavity dispersion allowed for the use of only a few DMs with low GDD values, which mitigated the thermal issues we often observe with such mirrors [42] . No damage of the SESAM was observed during our optimization of the cw-modelocking regime. However further peak-power scaling was limited by the onset of instabilities at higher powers and shorter pulse durations, such as double-pulsing and modal instabilities, which will be addressed in the next section.
Numerical modeling of high-peak-power SESAM-modelocked TDLs
As observed in our present peak-power scaling experiments and in prior work on short-pulsed SESAM-modelocked TDLs [25, 33, 43] , modelocked operation at high pulse energies and short pulse durations is limited by the onset of modelocking instabilities or modal instabilities (i.e. beam quality degradation). These limitations can be explained by considering the combined effect of the finite gain bandwidth (GBW) of the thin-disk material and of the reflectivity rollover happening in the SESAM at high intensities, which can be interpreted as an inverse saturable absorption (ISA) effect [44] . Within a laser cavity, these two effects lead on the one hand to a reduction of the loss modulation provided by the SESAM at the highest pulse energies and/or shortest pulse durations, which can favor double-pulsing or cwbreakthroughs, and on the other hand to increased absorption losses in the SESAM, which increase the heat load on the SESAM and introduce thermal lensing. In this section, we present a numerical model for calculating the net cavity gain of a modelocked TDL which accounts for the finite gain bandwidth and the SESAM inverse saturable absorption.
SESAM reflectivity within a modelocked laser cavity
The nonlinear reflectivity of a SESAM increases with increasing pulse fluence due to saturable absorption (SA) in the absorber layers of the epitaxial structure, in our case InGaAs quantum wells (QWs). In the absence of parasitic effects such as two photon absorption (TPA) and for sufficiently large fluences, the SESAM reflectivity would asymptotically reach a maximum, as illustrated in Fig. 4 (no TPA). However, for large pulse fluences and intensities, TPA or free-carrier absorption lead to inverse saturable absorption, i.e. a rollover of the SESAM reflectivity [44, 45] [see Fig. 4 (TPA at fixed τ p ) ]. The usual model-function for the reflectivity of a SESAM is given by [46] :
where R lin = 1 -ΔR -ΔR ns , is the cw nonsaturated SESAM reflectivity and R ns = 1 -ΔR ns , is the maximum SESAM reflectivity in the absence of ISA. F, F sat and F 2 are the pulse fluence, the SESAM saturation fluence and inverse saturation fluence respectively, while ΔR and ΔR ns (or L ns ) denote the modulation depth and SESAM losses in the absence of ISA. The inverse saturation fluence F 2 characterizes the strength of the SESAM reflectivity rollover at high intensities due to ISA. Based on detailed studies [44] [45] [46] , the SESAM reflectivity rollover is mainly caused by TPA in the fs-regime, taking place especially in the low-bandgap semiconductor materials (GaAs) of the SESAM structure. Therefore, the TPA-induced loss can be represented via a rollover intensity I 2 and the model-function for the SESAM reflectivity can be rewritten as a function of fluence and peak intensity: 
where I p = 0.88 F p / τ p is the intensity on the SESAM and τ p is the incident soliton pulse duration. The rollover intensity I 2 only depends on the layer structure of the SESAM. For the case considered here of TPA induced by a soliton pulse, it is related to the inverse saturation fluence F 2 , according to [44] :
where β TPA (z), n(z) and ε(z) are the material-dependent TPA coefficient, the refractive index and the normalized electric field at a given position z within the SESAM structure. The distinction between the rollover fluence F 2 and the rollover intensity I 2 is particularly relevant when considering the SESAM reflectivity within a modelocked laser cavity. Due to soliton pulse shaping, the incident pulse duration on the SESAM depends on the pulse energy according to: 1.76
where D rt is the total intracavity negative group delay dispersion per roundtrip, γ rt = φ NL,rt / P pk is the total self-phase modulation (SPM) coefficient per roundtrip, φ NL,rt being the total intracavity nonlinear phase per roundtrip, and E p is the intracavity pulse energy. Therefore, when the intracavity pulse energy is varied, the SESAM reflectivity effectively follows a curve with constant I 2 [Eq. (2)] but not with constant F 2 [Eq.
(1)], as is the case during a measurement of the SESAM reflectivity. As illustrated in Fig. 4 , this effectively leads to a more pronounced rollover. Fig. 4 . Simulated nonlinear reflectivity curve of the SESAM used in the modelocking experiments for a waist w SESAM = 1.3 mm, in different cases: without TPA effect (orange), for a fixed F 2 value corresponding to a pulse duration of 500 fs (yellow) and finally accounting for soliton shaping, for a given intracavity dispersion and nonlinearity [see Eq. (4)] (purple). The soliton pulse duration is plotted in a pink dashed line and reaches 500 fs for a pulse energy of 150 µJ. The reduced effective modulation depth and increased losses compared to the specified ΔR and ΔR ns are indicated at the rollover point.
The SESAM reflectivity rollover induced by TPA at high peak intensities leads to the loss modulation provided by the SESAM reaching a maximum value for a given peak intensity. The corresponding intracavity pulse energy is denoted as E p,0 SESAM . After this rollover point, the SESAM reflectivity decreases rapidly. In the presence of soliton shaping (purple line in Fig. 4) , the effective available modulation depth ΔR eff is always smaller and the effective the losses L eff are always larger than the SESAM fit parameters ΔR and ΔR ns , respectively. Thus, for shorter pulses, TPA induces higher SESAM losses, decreases the effective available modulation depth, and shifts the rollover point E p,0 SESAM to lower pulse energies. The increased SESAM losses result in a higher thermal load on the SESAM and consequently stronger thermal lensing, which can destabilize the laser cavity. Additionally, the reduced effective modulation depth sets a limit to the minimum achievable pulse duration, as discussed in the next section. To mitigate these effects, it is therefore of high interest to use SESAM structures with reflectivity rollovers shifted to the highest possible peak intensities.
Finite gain bandwidth: gain reduction at short pulse durations
An important aspect of peak power scaling modelocked oscillators is the ability to use a large fraction of the available gain bandwidth in order to reach the shortest pulse durations with a given gain material. However, as the pulse bandwidth samples a larger fraction of the gain spectrum, the resulting effective gain for the pulse decreases compared to the gain for a cw wave. This gain reduction can be calculated numerically for a given inversion level β. The gain cross-section σ g reads:
and the intensity gain G is given by:
where β = N 2 / N dop is the inversion level, N 2 the inversion population, N dop the Yb-ion density of the disk, σ em and σ abs the emission and absorption cross-sections [47] , n passes the number of laser passes in the gain medium per cavity roundtrip, and d disk the thickness of the disk.
In cw operation, we assume a single frequency ν cw lasing at the maximum of the gain spectrum. For a soliton pulse with a spectral bandwidth Δν, the gain is then calculated as:
with S((ν -ν cw ) / Δν) the normalized sech 2 -shaped intensity spectrum of a soliton pulse with a center frequency ν cw and a spectral bandwidth Δν, related to the pulse duration via the timebandwidth product Δν·τ p = 0.3148. We verified that spatial hole burning effects have a negligible impact on the gain for the targeted short pulse durations, and therefore neglect them for simplicity [48] . Fig. 5 . Simulated reduction of the gain in pulsed operation compared to cw operation for an Yb:LuO TDL. The disk thickness is set to 110 µm and the doping concentration to 3 at.%, as in our experiments. The number of passes of the laser beam through the gain medium is set to
In Fig. 5 , we show relevant characteristics for the gain in an Yb:LuO disk with 110 µm thickness, as used in our experiments. Figure 5(a) shows the gain cross section at 19% inversion. This inversion level is estimated based on the OC transmission and nonsaturated SESAM losses in our experiment. As the pulse duration is reduced, the increase in bandwidth means that gain for the pulse is reduced relative to cw light, as shown in Fig. 5(b) . This normalized reduction is largely inversion-independent. Figure 5(c) shows the absolute difference in gain for several values of inversion in our Yb:LuO disk. Since a lower value for the OC transmission is constrained by the need to avoid excessive intracavity powers, this absolute difference in gain values is important and can be compared to the available modulation depth of the SESAM: a modulation depth at least as large is required to favor pulsed operation.
Modelocking stability at high peak-powers: validation of our numerical model on peak-power scaling experiments
In order to find the conditions required to achieve stable modelocking at high peak powers, i.e. high pulse energies and short pulse durations, we now study the combined effect of the SESAM rollover and finite gain bandwidth in experimental results obtained during our peakpower scaling experiments. Our analysis is based on a set of over 30 modelocking results achieved using the same Yb:LuO disk in various cavity configurations and with different SESAMs. Here, we focus in particular on the two following results:
-high peak-power modelocking with 82 W, 616 fs, 9.5 MHz (detailed in section 2) -lower power modelocking at shorter pulse duration with 16 W, 268 fs, 47.2 MHz These results are both at the limit of stable modelocking, i.e. the pulse energy could not be increased further in the experiment without leading to double-pulsing or modal instabilities.
Each laser configuration is defined by a thin disk (in this case, the same Yb:LuO disk), a cavity design including nonlinearity, dispersion and a given OC, and a SESAM. As recently demonstrated for modelocked semiconductor disk lasers [49] , the quantity G -L, defined as the net roundtrip cavity gain, represents a useful tool to investigate the possible modelocking points and the limits of stable modelocked operation in a given laser configuration. We therefore calculate the net cavity gain as a function of the intracavity pulse energy for several different cases, as shown in Fig. 6 . Our numerical model calculates as follows:
First, the cw losses are set by the OC transmission and the nonsaturated SESAM losses. The rate equations are then solved for steady-state, single frequency cw operation and the corresponding inversion level β is calculated. The same inversion level is used for all of the curves on the figure. Given this value, we then calculate G -L with respect to cw operation for the following cases, see Fig. 6 : -cw operation (labeled 'cw'): the cw gain G cw is given by Eqs. (7)-(8), and equals the cw losses.
-Pulsed operation, assuming no rollover effects (labeled 'no TPA'): the losses are set by the OC transmission and the saturated SESAM losses, assuming no rollover due to TPA (infinite I 2 ). The pulsed gain equals the cw gain, i.e. assuming infinite gain bandwidth.
-Pulsed operation, assuming infinite gain bandwidth and fixed rollover fluence F 2 (labeled 'TPA, fixed τ p '): the losses are set by the OC transmission and the saturated SESAM losses for a fixed rollover fluence F 2 [Eq. (1)], calculated for the pulse duration at the considered modelocking point. The pulsed gain equals the cw gain as in the previous case.
-Pulsed operation, assuming infinite gain bandwidth but including soliton pulse formation for the SESAM response (labeled 'TPA, soliton shaping'): the losses are set by the OC transmission and the saturated SESAM losses, now considering the soliton pulse circulating within the cavity with a duration following Eq. (4). The SESAM reflectivity is now a function of incoming fluence and peak intensity as in Eq. (2). The pulsed gain also equals the cw gain in this case.
-Pulsed operation, considering both soliton pulse formation and the finite gain bandwidth (GBW) (labeled 'TPA, sol. shap. + GBW'): the losses are set by the OC transmission and the saturated SESAM losses, considering soliton pulse formation. The gain is calculated according to Eq. (9), i.e. accounting for the finite gain bandwidth.
We checked that the losses introduced by reflection of the laser beam on the numerous intracavity optics have a negligible impact on the net cavity gain and therefore neglect them. In all cases, a transverse Gaussian beam shape is accounted for numerically in the SESAM losses calculations, and the inversion level is assumed constant in order to show the influence of the different effects given a realistic inversion level for lasing operation. The SESAM is also considered sufficiently fast (recovery time of a few ps), such that a cw wave potentially growing over a roundtrip time experiences the cw losses and double-pulsing is the first limitation expected to set in. In the 616-fs configuration [ Fig. 6(a) ], the modelocked operation point is only slightly into the rollover of the SESAM reflectivity assuming only soliton pulse shaping (purple line), however the limited gain bandwidth adds an additional rollover contribution and shifts the operation point further into the overall cavity rollover (green line). The contribution of the gain bandwidth rollover is even more pronounced for the 268-fs configuration [ Fig. 6(b) ]: in this case, the modelocked operation point would actually be close to the optimum operation point for the SESAM reflectivity if only soliton pulse shaping was considered (purple line). In order to explain the limitations and optimize modelocking in this short-pulse regime, it is thus crucial to consider the effect of the finite gain bandwidth in addition to the SESAM rollover, while accounting for soliton shaping to determine the pulse duration.
The optimum operation point maximizing the gain advantage for pulsed operation is located at the maximum of the overall net cavity gain curve (i.e. accounting for soliton pulse shaping and the finite gain bandwidth, green lines). The corresponding pulse energy is denoted as E p,0 cav . As can be seen from comparing Figs. 6(a) and 6(b), as the targeted pulse duration gets shorter, and therefore the gain bandwidth rollover gets stronger, this point E p,0 cav is shifted to lower energies, away from the optimum operation point for the SESAM E p,0 SESAM , leading to additional SESAM losses. It is therefore of interest to study how far within the overall cavity rollover stable modelocked operation can be achieved, in order to operate with minimum saturated SESAM losses.
In Fig. 7(a) , the experimental operation points of over 30 different laser configurations realized during our peak-power scaling experiments are compared to the simulated optimum E p,0 cav in each case. The results show that with reasonable accuracy, the maximum operation point leading to stable modelocking is ≈ 2 E p,0 cav . This is consistent with the experimentally observed appearance of double-pulsing, since in these conditions two pulses with half the energy of the soliton pulse would experience a higher gain due to the cavity rollover. Fig. 7. a) Comparison of the maximum operation point achieved before modelocking instabilities occur, in different laser configurations based on the same Yb:LuO disk. The maximum achievable pulse energy appears to be about twice the pulse energy E p,0 cav corresponding to the optimum cavity net gain. b) Illustration of the optimum stable modelocking region. For a given laser configuration, the net cavity gain is calculated accounting for soliton pulse shaping and the finite gain bandwidth. Stable modelocking within the overall cavity rollover is possible, and even desirable to minimize the SESAM saturated losses, at pulse energies up to 2 E p,0 cav . Consequently, optimizing the modelocking operation point at short pulse durations is a trade-off between operating close to the maximum of the overall net cavity gain curve, with maximum robustness to modelocking instabilities, and operating close to the maximum of the SESAM reflectivity, with minimum saturated SESAM losses. According to our study, operation within the overall cavity rollover is possible up to a pulse energy E p,max ≈ 2 E p,0 cav before modelocking instabilities occur.
To summarize, the optimum region for stable modelocking is determined by calculating the net cavity gain for pulsed operation, accounting for soliton pulse shaping and the finite gain bandwidth, and retrieving the pulse energy E p,0 cav corresponding to its maximum. Stable modelocked operation is possible up to a pulse energy twice higher than this optimum point, as illustrated in Fig. 7(b) . As the operation point is shifted into the overall cavity rollover, the pulse energy increases and the pulse duration decreases, maximizing the achieved peak power. Additionally, the SESAM saturation increases, reducing the effective SESAM losses and thermal lensing.
Design guidelines for >100-W, 200-fs Yb:LuO SESAM-modelocked TDLs
We now illustrate an example of how the cavity design and the SESAM parameters can be adjusted to achieve the targeted 200-fs pulse durations at >10 µJ output pulse energies, and consequently output peak powers >20 MW. This pulse duration, τ p = 200 fs, corresponds to a spectral bandwidth that amounts to ≈45% of the FWHM emission bandwidth of Yb:LuO. For this pulse duration, the effect of the finite gain bandwidth is already significant, as shown in Fig. 5 . The targeted intracavity pulse energy is chosen to reflect our criterion for the maximum allowed peak intensity on intracavity optics discussed in section 2.1: for a maximum peak intensity of 150 GW/cm 2 on a spot with a minimum radius of 500 µm, the peak power is limited to ≈590 MW and the corresponding intracavity pulse energy to ≈130 µJ. We therefore consider a laser cavity with a target modelocking point at 120 µJ (intracavity), 200 fs with a repetition rate of 10 MHz, leading to an intracavity average power of 1.2 kW. Note that these limits could be relaxed if our damage-threshold estimate is found to be overly conservative, or if a different stable cavity design with larger modes is found. Therefore, these limits are useful for developing a design target in this paper, but substantially higher intracavity peak powers may ultimately be possible.
Given the available intracavity power and a targeted output power >100 W, we can immediately specify an output coupling rate. We choose this to be 12.5%, yielding 150 W output power. In order to maintain reasonable laser efficiency, the inversion level should not be too high, and so we target a design having <20% inversion level, as in our experiments. Consequently, additional passes of the laser on the disk are needed, in order to have enough gain to support the higher OC rate. The number of passes is therefore set to n passes = 32.
Another effect of the higher OC rate is a larger difference in gain between cw and pulsed operation compared to Fig. 5 . However, simply choosing the SESAM fit parameter ΔR equal to this difference is not enough, for two reasons: (1) The available modulation depth will be reduced due to TPA. (2) Because we target short pulses, there is a pronounced influence of the gain bandwidth on the net cavity rollover, as in Fig. 6(b) ; to counter-act this effect, and operate close to the net cavity rollover, we need to operate at pulse energies substantially below the SESAM rollover point E p,0 SESAM . In this way, the effects of increasing SESAM reflectivity and decreasing gain (with respect to pulse energy in the soliton modelocked laser) can balance each other and support stable operation.
To illustrate these points, we show in Fig. 8 the trends for the net cavity gain curve when the SESAM and cavity design parameters are varied. As a starting point for the design procedure, we choose a similar cavity design and the same SESAM as in our high peak-power modelocking experiments presented in section 2 (see Table 1 ). We then seek to optimize the modelocked operation point according to our criterion E p,max ≈ 2 E p,0 cav . The varied and constant parameters for each plot are listed in Table 2 .
The initial net cavity gain curve is shown in Fig. 8 (a) (blue curve). In Fig. 8(a) , we show the influence of increasing ΔR. We observe that the cavity rollover occurs below 30 µJ of intracavity pulse energy and there is no net gain for pulsed operation at the desired operation point. With an increased SESAM modulation depth and reduced OC rate, the net cavity gain at the desired operation point increases and exceeds the minimum required to favor pulsed operation over cw operation. At the same time the cavity rollover is shifted to higher pulse energies, shifting the stable modelocked operation region towards the desired operation point. Note that the OC transmission is adjusted in Fig. 8(a) to keep the inversion level constant while increasing ΔR. However, it is not desirable to only increase the modulation depth until the operation point is well within the stable modelocking region, since this would lead to a high laser threshold. Moreover, a higher modulation depth is achieved by increasing the number of quantum wells in the SESAM structure, which also results in increased SESAM losses.
Therefore, we next set the modulation depth to 10% (and the OC rate to 12.5%) and seek to shift the stability region to higher pulse energies by varying the laser mode radius on the SESAM, as shown in Fig. 8(b) . As the laser mode size on the SESAM increases, TPA is reduced and the stability region shifts to higher pulse energies. However, the SESAM is also less saturated and this leads to an overall reduction of the SESAM reflectivity, with consequences on the net cavity gain. This also introduces higher losses, since the SESAM is not operated at the maximum of its reflectivity curve. As can be seen from Fig. 8(b) , for laser mode radii >2.6 mm, the operation point is well within the stable modelocking region: we subsequently set the mode radius to 2.6 mm. In this configuration, the operation point is already within the stable modelocking region.
For completeness, we also consider the effect of the other SESAM parameters: saturation fluence F sat and rollover fluence F 2 . As illustrated in Fig. 8(c) , for increasing saturation fluences, the stable modelocking region is slightly shifted to higher pulse energies. However, the quantum wells being less saturated, the overall net cavity gain decreases and the SESAM losses increase. For our targeted operation point, a saturation fluence of 120 µJ/cm 2 is best suited.
Finally, we study the influence of the F 2 parameter on the cavity net gain curve: as shown in Fig. 8(d) , this parameter has very little influence on the cavity net gain, as the finite gain bandwidth is the main limiting effect for the targeted pulse parameters. Fig. 8(a) ], the modulation depth ΔR is the parameter of interest. Since the modulation depth and the nonsaturable losses are both determined by the number of QWs of the SESAM structure, ΔR ns is varied accordingly (5% of ΔR). Additionally, in order to keep the inversion level constant, the OC transmission is also changed.
The optimized laser configuration is summarized in Table 3 . With an OC transmission of 12.5%, this configuration corresponds to an output peak power of 66 MW. Concerning further power scaling, note that for a given cavity design, the achievable output peak power is constrained by the tolerable intracavity peak power. However, our maximum intensity constraint was already conservative for operating at 600 fs, and the damage threshold will increase for 200-fs pulses [50] . If the peak power constraint can be relaxed by a factor of 4 via optimized optics and cavity design, then the number of passes on the disk, OC rate, and SESAM modulation depth ΔR can all be reduced by a corresponding factor for the same output power. This alternative configuration would significantly simplify the SESAM and cavity design. The presented optimized laser configuration allowing for high peak-power modelocking at short pulse durations require adjusting both the SESAM parameters and the cavity design. These requirements have consequences on the SESAM design, surface flatness and thermal properties. Operating with large spot sizes on the SESAM (w SESAM >1.2 mm) calls for largearea SESAMs with a high surface flatness and low thermal lensing in order to avoid modal instabilities. Moreover, the required large saturation fluence and modulation depth can be achieved by increasing of the number of QWs of the SESAM structure, which requires additional strain-compensating layers in order to keep the crucial high surface quality. Recently, we have successfully grown high-quality SESAMs with a large number of QWs [51] and investigated a novel direct bonding technique resulting in superior SESAM flatness and thermal properties [52] . These newly developed technologies enable SESAM structures fulfilling the requirements for high peak-power, short-pulsed modelocked operation.
Conclusion and outlook
We demonstrated the first peak power scaling of a SESAM-modelocked Yb:LuO TDL to more than 10 MW. Our cavity design based on an 8-pass geometry allowed us to operate at comparatively low intracavity powers and scale the peak power by increasing the cavity length. We achieved high peak-power modelocking at output powers up to 90 W. The highest peak-power was obtained at 82 W with 616-fs pulses at a repetition rate of 9.5 MHz. The corresponding pulse energy of 8.6 µJ and peak power of 12.3 MW are the highest demonstrated to date with a TDL based on Yb:LuO. These results were achieved thanks to the high quality of our very thin 110-µm-thick Yb:LuO disk contacted on diamond, which resulted in negligible thermal lensing. This allowed us to increase the length of our laser resonator and operate it in a pressure-controlled environment. Due to the low residual nonlinearity of our cavity, intracavity peak powers up to 185 MW were reached.
The presented peak-power-scaling experiments were limited by the onset of instabilities, similar to the limits observed for many years in high-power SESAM-modelocking of TDLs. Therefore, we discussed the challenges of peak power scaling SESAM-modelocked TDLs towards the 100-W, 10-µJ, 200-fs regime. We identified the two main limiting effects as the SESAM reflectivity rollover and the finite gain bandwidth. These effects can jointly be taken into account by calculating an overall net cavity gain for pulsed operation as a function of the intracavity pulse energy in a given laser configuration. Stable modelocked operation can be achieved at intracavity pulse energies exceeding the maximum of this net cavity gain curve E p,0 cav up to a factor of ≈2. For short pulse durations where the effect of the gain bandwidth is significant, this optimal operation range does not coincide with the maximum of the SESAM reflectivity, thus requiring a trade-off between robustness to modelocking instabilities and thermal load on the SESAM. In the case of Yb:LuO, we illustrated how the SESAM parameters and the cavity design can be optimized to allow for stable modelocking at high output pulse energies (15 µJ) and short pulse durations (200 fs) by:
-increasing the number of laser passes (≈32) through the thin-disk to allow for higher output coupler transmissions and relaxed intracavity conditions -keeping the saturation fluence moderately high (≈120 µJ/cm 2 ) to allow for high pulse energies with enough saturation of the quantum wells -increasing the SESAM modulation depth to several percent (≈10%) to overcome the gain reduction at short pulse durations -increasing the laser mode radius (≈2.6 mm) on the SESAM to operate on the rising edge of the SESAM reflectivity curve These last two point can be stated more generally: the rate of change in saturable loss with respect to the energy of the soliton must balance the reduced gain due to the finite bandwidth of the gain medium. We expect that this criterion will be applicable both to SESAM modelocked TDLs but also other laser configurations, e.g. KLM TDLs or those incorporating both a Kerr lens and a SESAM.
The required SESAM parameters can be achieved by growing strain-compensated structures with a large number of quantum wells (>8) and carefully designing dielectric topcoatings to tailor the saturation fluence and modulation depth. The enhanced thermal management required by the high SESAM losses due to operation away from the rollover point and the increased cavity mode sensitivity to thermal lensing due to the large spot size can both be addressed by contacting the SESAM using a novel direct substrate transfer technique providing superior flatness and heat removal capabilities.
The ongoing improvements of the SESAM structures combined to the new insights on optimizing modelocked operation at short pulse durations are opening a route to demonstrating SESAM-modelocked Yb:LuO thin-disk oscillators reaching multi-10-MW output peak powers at pulse durations around 200 fs. Additionally, combining the SESAM with other types of loss modulators and achieving a broad gain profile could be key to further scale the output peak of short pulsed TDLs toward >100 MW. 
